[[LIVESTREAM FIGHT]] UFC 275 Live Free
Online at home 11 June 2022

This weekend’s UFC 275 event will be a hotly-contested affair with two championship belts on
the line and an epic rematch of one of the biggest fights in recent memory.

CLICK HERE TO WATCH NOW
CLICK HERE TO WATCH NOW
Glover Teixeira takes on Jiri Prochazka for the Light Heavyweight Championship, while it’s
Valentina Shevchenko vs. Thalia Santos for the women’s flyweight belt. All eyes will also be on
Zhang Weili vs. Joanna Jedrzejczyk, with the Zhang vs. Joanna 2 matchup seeing the women
meeting for the first time since Zhang took the win by split decision at UFC 248.

The action all goes down this Saturday live from Singapore. Here’s what to know about the UFC
275 card as well as where to find a UFC 275 live stream to watch the fights online.

UFC 275 takes place this Saturday, June 11 with the action streaming live from Singapore Indoor
Stadium in Kallang, Singapore. This is the first international PPV event to take place outside of
Abu Dhabi since UFC 243 in October 2019.

The UFC 275 main card starts at 10pm ET / 7 pm PT. The prelims start at 8pm ET / 5pm PT, and
the early prelims begin at 6:15pm ET / 3:15pm PT.

UFC Women's Flyweight champion Valentina Shevchenko is looking to set a new record while
she defends her title. She's entering the PPV with six consecutive title defenses, which is the
most by a female champion. Except she shares this achievement with one Ronda Rousey, who is
off in the land of pro wrestling.

As for odds: DraftKings(opens in new tab) has Prochazka as a favorite at -200 (wager $200 to
win $100), and Teixeira at +170 (wager $100 to win $170). Shevchenko is an overwhelming
favorite to win at -630 (over Santos' +450).

Here's everything you need to know about UFC 275 live streams, including the recent changes to
the main card and prelims.

Light Heavyweight champion, Glover Teixeira, will attempt to kick Father Time in the groin
once more when the 42-year-old battle axe locks horns with No. 2-ranked knockout artist, Jiri
Prochazka, in the pay-per-view (PPV) main event of UFC 275, which takes place inside
Singapore Indoor Stadium in Kallang, Singapore, this weekend (Sat., June 11, 2022). In the comain event, dominant women’s Flyweight queenpin, Valentina Shevchenko, collides with No. 5ranked contender, Taila Santos, while Joanna Jedrzejczyk and Zhang Weili will run back their
epic 2020 “Fight of the Year” one bout prior.

Before all the face-punching can begin, though, the fighters have promotional responsibilities,
the first of which is the official “Media Day,” which will begin promptly in the video player
above at approximately 12 a.m. ET tonight (technically, Weds., June 8, 2022).

For those in “The Lion City” the event will take place inside Oriental Ballroom, which is located
on the ground floor of the Mandarin Oriental. However, UFC 275 media day is closed to the
public so you can’t get inside ... but nothing says you can’t wait outside to see the stars of the
show.werq

